
lection, storage, and retrieval of these images for nuclear medicine
laboratorieshavebeendescribed(1-3), but the computerhardware
requirements for a report-generation system differ considerably
from those of computers used for image processing. Experience
in the use of a computer for office-management functions was
useful to us in selectingand designingan appropriate system. We
selected a computer* with fast terminal speed, â€œstaticscreenâ€•
hardware capability, and ability to print reports without forcing
the user to wait until printing is finished before proceeding (a
feature termed â€œspoolingâ€•).This system application uses a 64-
Mbytedisk,a 23-Mbytediskettemagazine,a 256-Kbytememory,
11 terminals distributed over a wide area of the laboratory, and
printers capable of producing letter-quality documents on forms
with four carbons (Fig. 2).

The static-screen capability is the single most important hard
ware feature, since it greatly simplifies user interaction with the
computer. Under a static screen, 24 lines of information are dis
played, allowing the user to move a cursor at will to different lo
cations on the screen in order to select, add, or modify information.
The terminal hardware enables characters to be written only on
special areas of the screen, which are displayed with higher in
tensity to attract the user's attention. With a single keystroke the
entire screen contents are read to memory, including both the
preprogrammed text and data selected or entered by the user. This
design allows information to be compacted into efficient arrays
for user selection. Notice in Fig. 5 that a four-dimensional array
(bone, left/right, area, and lesion appearance) allows over 2000

Our nuclear medicinedepartment has five physicianswho
share responsibility for image interpretation for about 60 studies
perday,both in the mainlaboratoryand in the exercisecardiac
laboratory 22 floors away. Several logistic difficulties arise in
transmitting dictated reports to a central office. They are tran
scribed, proofread, and perhaps retyped during the workday and
occasionally on nights and weekends,distributed to key areas of
the hospital, and overall status of the day's work is verified from
different areas of the laboratory. Secretarial skill and familiarity
with medical terminology may vary, and typing from audio cas
settes where the audibility and quality ofdictation is inconsistent
may be frustrating. Secretarial turnover is often so high that a
department spends considerable time training new people to per
form these tasks. One goal of computerization has been to avoid
these problemswhilestill producinga high-quality, individualized
patient report (Fig. 1).

MATERIALS

Nuclear medicinepersonnelare familiar with digital computer
features and performance requirements for image processingand
complex numerical calculations. Systems that centralize the col

Received Oct. 6, 1983; revision accepted Nov. 21, 1983.
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Medicine, St. Luke's Episcopal Hospital, 6720 Bertner, Houston,
Texas77030.
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The proliferationof computer-basedoffice-managementsystemsinthe paStfew
yearshasinvolvedthe privatephysician'sofficeaswell asthe hospitallaboratory.
Manyradiologydepartmentshave alreadyadoptedthisapproachfor patientreport
generationand data storage.Due to the absenceof commerciallyavailable soft
ware, some nuclearmedicinedepartmentswill be InterestedIn writingtheir own,
but may not have enoughexperienceIn nonimagingcomputerapplIcationsto de
termine the performanceneededfor a practical system.A report-generationsys
tem fOrscintigraphlcstudieshas been developedin our departmentover the past
2 yr Duringthis tIme an essentIalhardware/softwareperformancelevel was es
tablished.ideasfor designof programflow that enhanceStaffacceptanceof this
concept are presented.Significantreductionof errors in reporttranscriptionand
billing,togetherwfthreducedrequirementsfor secretarialandclerical staff,make
a generalsystemlIke thiscosteffective.
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NAME: JONES, WILLIAM AGE: 64 SEX: II HDSPI 9999999 141 11111 ROOM: Y321@
CDX: CHESTPAIN. COPD REQUESTINGPHYSICIAN: OO@,JOI*
DATE:23JUl.83 PROCEDURE:LF1VENIRPERFNI@-STRESS
HOSP(S/T):S DATEOF BIRTh:111618 DATE@ ADMISSION:072183
PATIENT PREP: 3.5 MGSN-PY@PHOSPHATEIV RADIONUCLIDE:@TC-99@JPERflCHNETATEDOSE:

25.8 MCI ROUTEOFADMINISTRATION:INTRAVENOUSCURRENT

NEDICATIONS:8-BLOCKER,LONGACTINGNITRATE.CALCIUMQIANNELBLOCKER.VITAL

SIGNS: HEARTRATE BL000PRESS@ERESTING

52 11O/@ 5.7K
PEAKEXERCISE 120 155/100 18.6K
6 POSTEXERCISE 68 115/90 7.8KNAXWORKLOAD600KP-NAT6ORPN.

TOTAL.6540KP-M. DURATION.1ONIN, 2OSEC
CHESTPAIN:NOREASON

FORSTOPPING:FATIGUEELECTROCARDIOGRAM:RESTING:

NSST-TCHANGES.EXERCISE:
ST DEPRESSION1-2 184-V4,V5,V6.

POSTEXERCISE:NSST-TCHANGES.

LV ANDRV INDICES:LVEFSYST LV VOL(S)DIAST LVVOL(S)RESTING60.100100PEAK

EXERCISE53.1261156'
POST-EXERCISE64,92100

DY/rn. RVEF

COIIIENT: 1 DECREASESMODERATELY

WALLMOTION:

RESTING:NOIB4AL.

PEAKEX: APICAL- LV MODERATEHYPOKINESIS.SEPTAL- LV MILDHYPOKINESIS.
GENERALIZED- RVHYPOKINESIS

POSTEX: NO@L.

IMPRESSION:NO@L RESTINGSTUDY.SUBOPTIMALHAXIMALRATE-PRESSUREPRODUCT.
A8NO@LRVRESPONSETOEXERCISE.ABNOWIALLV RESPONSETOEXE@ISE
AS HANIFESTBYA DECREASEINLVEF,AN INCREASEIN ESV,A DECREASEIN
SYSTOLICDV/DT.ANDA STRESSINDUCEDWALLMOTIONA8NO@1ALITY.

PHYSICIAN:
JOHNSMITh,M.D.

FIG. 1. Computer-generated report for
exercise-gatedradionuclideventriculog
raphy.DV/DT change Involumeper unit
time, ESV = end-systolic volume, LVEF
left-ventricular ejection fraction, LV VOL
= left-ventricular volume, RPP rate X

presstre product.

individual permutations for a singleobservation to be made from
this one screen for the skull bones (although not all make clinical
sense in this case). This mode is much more desirable than a series
of questionsand answersusinga terminal in the typical roll-screen
mode found on most image-processingsystems.

Another important feature of static screens is that no demands
are made on the computer during insertion of the information on
the screenâ€”acritical performance consideration when several
reportsare beinggeneratedsimultaneouslyfromdifferenttermi

nals. In fact, a terminal is essentiallydisconnected from the com
puter while information is being entered on the screen. After the
operator makes appropriate entries, a key is pressed to regain the
computer's attention, and the screen is advanced. The time re
quired to change from one screen menu to another (read the cur
rent screen, processand store the selected information, write the
nextscreen,andoverlaythe defaultor previouslyselecteddata)
is about 3 sec on this system, and is faster on others. A small delay
in screen changing wouldoccur only if several users attempted to

DISTRIBUTED
PRINTERS

REMOTE
TERMINALS

FIG.2 A: Systemhardwareconfiguration.Inow laboratotyremoteterminalsare locatedat patient-controlstation,clericalareas,physicians'
reading rooms, radiopharmacy, and imaging areas. Printers are in clerical areas and satellite cardiovascular laboratory. B: Program flow
forreportgeneration.Memoryresidentprogram-selectorcallsupall individualorganprograms(4are shownhere)as wellas patient
status listingandâ€¢billingfunctions.
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PF1-PRINT REPORT PF3.ADVANCE PAGE PF5SAVE REPORT ENTER-BRANCH
PF4-RESTART ENTRY

MAlt: AGE: SEX: HOSP# *1.8 ROOM
CDX: @EQUESTI@)RY@IrIiN:
DATETUD-@YY 1@t - -@ IMA@
HOOP(S/T): DxlT OFBIRTh: PR@YT UA'TtThTIDRITSTOW: @TY
RADIOPHAB@@UYTC@L:99M-TC-M@ DOSE: MCI ROUTEOFADNIN: IV

@PROCEOURE:T@Y@CB@o!@ - :::

1)&UI@rr@L@ P@IWA@IWGT

UEtAT@ LTT@IRA@IWGT

FIG. 3. MaIn screen for demo@'aphics,
dosage, and â€œimagefindingsâ€•portions of
bone-Image report. â€œ@jâ€œmarks cursor
position before branch key is pressed.

change screens at the same instant. Consequently, the computer
speed does not degrade noticeably as more terminals are used for
this and other applications throughout the laboratory.

METHODS

To take advantage ofthe static-screen capability, the software
was designed to link a series of screens together. Primary screens
contain the skeleton of the patient report, with spaces to be filled
in by the operator. From the primary screen the operator can elect
to branch to a number of secondarystatic screens from whichtext
is selected and deposited back into blank spaces on the primary
screen. Branching is accomplished by placing the cursor (a mark
that one can move anywhere on the screen by keyboard command)
on the particular space requiring information from a secondary
screen, and pressing a designated key. This will cause a secondary
screen to be displayed from which selections can be made. A key
is then struck and all selections, properly processed to add the
appropriate connecting words and form complete English sen
tences,are placed into the correspondingareas of the originalmain
screen. In Figs. 3-6 this sequenceis illustrated for a sectionof the
bone image program. From the primary screen (Fig. 3), on which
demographic and dosage information has already been entered,
the physicianplacesa cursorat â€œdelayedskeletalimagingâ€•and
presses a key. A secondary â€œindexâ€•screen (Fig. 4) is displayed,
allowing selection of one or more skeletal areas in which image
abnormalities are present. In this case â€œ7â€•for â€œskullâ€•is chosen.
A tertiary screen (Fig. 5) is then displayed, consisting of a four
dimensional array of possible image findings (2000 possible
combinations). The appropriate image findings are selected, and
with a final keystroke the data are entered in text format back into
the appropriateblankson the primaryscreen(Fig. 6). The operator
then has the option of selecting additional skeletal regions from
the secondary â€œindexâ€•page, or of indicating that this portion of
the report is complete, allowing subsequent â€œimageimpressionâ€•
data to be selected and entered.

Approximately 20 such report programs have been formulated
thus far, one for each major imaging procedure. The physicians

have designed each report menu, indicating the pertinent infor
mation with regard to possible image findings and the impression
to be included for each type ofstudy. Information can be entered
into the patient's report in any order, but usually followsa fixed
sequence.First demographicdata are filledin by a secretary when
the patient study is scheduled. Next, technical data such as ra
diopharmaceutical and activity, clinical diagnosis abstracted from
the patient's chart, and calculated organ parametersâ€”such as
left-ventricular ejection fraction and effective renal plasma
flowâ€”arefilledinbythetechnologistwhenthestudyisperformed.
Last, the actual image findingsand interpretation are entered by
the physician. For a study in which no abnormalities are found,
an automatic normal report can be selected, causing a completeâ€¢
report to be filledout instantly, with a standard response in all of
the appropriate areas. In all reports, the physician can add any
amount of free text if something unusual must be noted or if ad
ditional comments are desired. Simple calculations within a report
are automatically performed when certain blanks are filled in. For
example, in the exercisegated blood-poolstudy, if blood pressure
and heart rate are entered, the computer is programmed to sense
this and automatically place a calculated rate X pressure product
in the appropriate space of the screen. A complete miscellaneous
report program isalsoavailablefor freehandentry (or transcription
by a secretary) of unusual or low-volume studies. All of these ac
tivities can be accomplished from any of the terminals distributed
throughout the department, including the satellite cardiac exercise
laboratory. The physician reviews the entire completed report on
the computer screen, verifies the correctness of all the data, and
enters his initials in a fixed location of the screen before the report
is printed. The computer keeps track of all report-generation ac
tivity and prevents two operators from modifying a report simul
taneously.

After report generation, a single keystroke allows the patient
report to be printed. The programs make logical printing decisions
so that reports are printed out not only in the main department but
at other appropriate locations, such as the outpatient cardiology
clinic 700 feet away in the case of a cardiac study. All printing is
â€œspooledâ€•to the disk, which allows the physician to begin filling

FIG. 4. Thissecondaryâ€œindexâ€•pageat
lows subsequent branching to in skeleton's
area of interest. Here number 7 (skull) Is
selected.

ENTER-BRANcHBACK

x BONEâ€”BONE/JOINTSELECTPAGE:.@
â€”AUTONORHALâ€” 1.VERTEBRAEANDRIBS

2. PELVIS
3. APPENDIOJLARSKELETON
4. JOINTS
5. HAND
6. FOOT
7. SKULL
8. MISCELLANEOUS(GENERALIZEDtETS, EXTRAOSSEOUS,

RENAL,METABOLIC,TEcHNICAL)
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ENTER-BRANCHBACKPF3â€”ADVANCEPAGE
PF2â€”SACKPAGE

!TRACERCONCENTRATIONIS: ALVEOL SUPR INFR LATERAL
BODY RA*JS ASPECTASPECT ASPECTASPECT

FRONTAL BONE AND; :â€”â€”â€”PARIETALBONEAND;â€”â€”â€”OCCIPITALBONEAND;â€”â€”â€”TEMPORALBONEAND;
TrZYGONAAND;

SPHENOIDAND;
ORBITAND;
MAXILLAAND;

1T MANDIBLEAND;
HASTOIDBONEANO;â€”â€”â€”BASALBONEAND;

!t@TNJOINTAND; . t

â€” â€” â€” â€” â€”

â€” T â€” â€” - â€”

FIG. 5. TertIary static screen for skull on
bone-image report. Selections made by
placingcharactersintothe matrixare as
shown result in sentence in Fig. 6 after
â€œdelayedskeletal imaging.â€•

â€”TRACERCONCENTRATIONISDIFFUSELYINCREASEDINThECALVARIWIOFTHESKULL.;â€”ACURVILINEARINCREASEINTRACERCONCENTRATIONCORRESPONDSINLOCATIONTO;
THE SITE OF ThE PATIENT'S CRANIOTONY.;

RRIGHT; IINCREASED IN; S.INCREASED IN THE BONE AND SOFT TISSUES SR;
L.LEFT; Qâ€•QUESINC; DDECREASED IN; F-DIFFUSELY INCREASED IN; A.ABSENT;

in the next patient report without waiting for the printer to print
out the one just finished. The computer spool then feeds these
printing assignments, without any operator intervention, to the
appropriate printers as they become available, an important feature
commonto many business-orientedcomputers.To avoidaccidental
issuanceof unfinished reports, only those that have been initialed
by the physician are specially marked by the computer for distri
bution.

In order to allowrecent reports to be reviewedwithout the need
to retrieve a filed printed report, the most recent 300 detailed re
ports are kept on a circular file on the disk. Through a single key
stroke the computer will assemble and display the day's patient
schedule from this file and highlight those reports that are not yet
completed. Also from this file the computer automatically gen
crates all appropriatecharge codes,with additionalspecialcharges
for such items as calculations of absolute ventricular volume or
a surcharge for mobile studies. It senses which blanks have been
filled in and what selections have been made, thus standardizing
and minimizing errors in billing. At the end of the day the corn
puter scans the patient studiesand generates a daily listof charges
to be sent to the main hospital data-processing center.

RESULTS

Inourexperience,computerizedreportgenerationhasrequired
significantly less departmental time than standard dictation and
transcription. After the physician becomes familiar with the
menus, little more of his time is required to generate a report than
to dictate one.The secretarial tasksoftyping reports,proofreading,
and retyping are completely eliminated, and final proofreading
by the physician is not necessary. This has resulted in elimination
of two secretarial/clerical positions in our laboratory.

FIG. 6. Resultingmain screen for this
portionof bone-image report.

Ease of use allows new nuclear medicine and radiology residents
to adapt quickly to the system, and providesthem with choicesat
key branch points that may have the educational advantage of
directing them into a logical decision-tree process, stimulating their
thoughts as to possible diagnoses, and prompting appropriate
additional comments in the report. It also allows them to generate
preliminary reports to be reviewed and modified if necessary by
a staff physician.

This type of program lends itself easily to maintenance of a
patient data base. Informationselectedfrom thesedetailed reports
is automatically inserted into a disk file for long-term storage and
subsequent retrieval. For example, a list of patients having un
dergone gated radionuclide ventriculography, with anterior
wall-motion abnormalities and ejection fractions less than 30%,
could be generated easily. Software support that is capable of
rapidly storing and retrieving several hundred thousand patient
recordsis a commonfeature of small businesscomputers.To avoid
accidental loss, however, care should be taken to store a current
duplicate of the data base on an alternate medium such as mag
netic tape. Alternatively, many small computers have existing
communications facilities that allow them to interact with larger
centralized hospital computers, providing access to an already
existing data base. A problem encountered with the latter approach
is that the information one wishes to store or retrieve may not be
a part of the general hospital computer records.

CONCLUSIONS

This program could be implemented on many small business
computers. Memory requirements are somewhat dependent on
programdesign.The storageof predefinedchoiceson static screens
rather than in the program itself, and the degree to which the
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PF4-RESTARTENTRY
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FIG. 7. Completeprintedbone-imagere
port

computer system's software movesunused portions of the current
program between memory and disk to conservespace (a common
multiterminal manager feature), are major factors. Our IBM
Series/l computer was chosen because of its ability to perform
distributed report generation as well as other unrelated specialized
tasks, including asynchronous data input. A similar-sized system
used mainly for report generation and other office-related functions
(such as word processing) would cost about $80,000. Software
development requires an experienced programmer, whose services
should also be considered in the total cost.

Another important considerationis that the newestgenerations
of many computersare remarkably service-free,a propertycritical
in a department that has become dependent on a single machine.
A computer that is unavailable even a few percent of the time due
to malfunction can quickly kill departmental enthusiasm. Our
computer, which is used continuously for these functions as well
as for general word processing, has been down only once in 2 yr.
and then for less than half a day.

It is likely that most nuclear medicine laboratories will even
tually want to take advantage of the great opportunities for in

creasedofficeefficiencymade possiblewith a computer. A system
purchased for this purpose should be carefully investigated to
ensure that it will have certain features judged to be necessary for
successfuloperation.

FOOTNOTE
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